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The stories of Good Friday and Easter bring back to me visits I have made to the
places where these events happened. The Garden of Gethsemane today has in it
ancient olive trees old enough to have been young when Jesus was praying there. I
find that the present Garden of Gethsemane rather too busy and having a convent
right next to it, is now very different to how it once would have been. A short
distance higher up the Mount of Olives stands the grounds of Dominus Flevit.
There a young stand of olive trees (perhaps only a hundred years old!), illustrates
much more closely what the Garden of Gethsemane would have looked like in
Jesus’ day.
On a number of occasions I have had to walk through the streets of Jerusalem
early in the morning. John chapter twenty always reminds me of that. The air is
very still, there is a slight mistiness around, everywhere seems still. Mary walks through the streets to the
place she had seen Joseph of Arimathea bury Jesus. Again the tomb in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre
doesn’t look much like the tomb Jesus would have been laid in - some 1800 years of devotion to this place
has made it today a very different place. I turn to the Garden Tomb to imagine the scene Mary would have
walked to. A Garden just outside the city, a wine press nearby, and a tomb cut into the limestone rock
there.
Remembering these places in Jerusalem helps me to recall that these stories are not like those told by J. R.
Tolkien, or even J.K. Rowling. These are stories with profound meaning but based upon historical events,
Jesus was tried and unjustly convicted. He was crucified and died an horrific death through the love of
truth, justice and peace that were the characteristics of his life. Three days later the disciples discovered
that He had risen again. What this meant to them, and what it means to us, takes a lifetime to even begin
to understand.
One aspect of what this whole story means seems especially relevant this year, as we struggle to get back
to some kind of normality, though beset by a whole range of uncertainties. The triumph of Easter means
that there is no time when it can be said that hope has died. Even the events of the first Easter, the death
of the Son of God on a cross of shame, has been trumped by what took place on the Sunday. Whatever lies
ahead of us in the coming weeks and months we can have the assurance that God is alive and with us. As
Paul puts it in Romans 8, ‘Nothing can separate us from the love of God in Christ our Lord’.
Enjoy the Easter season.
John Howard
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Barton
Being an early to bed, early to rise person, I often watch the sun rise heralding a new day. As we move into
Spring with light mornings, we seem to have more energy and walk with a lighter step.
Before I married, I lived on an isolated farm in a house with no electricity, we depended on candles and
oil lamps, so my Mother had to make sure the lamps were full of oil and the wicks trimmed to give a good
light. We are all familiar with the story in the Bible of the ten virgins and what happened to the ones who
failed to keep their lamps filled! They were left outside and missed the wedding feast!
The congregation at Barton are very familier with that Sunday School hymn, ‘Jesus bids us shine with a
pure, clear light’, I sometimes play it for the collection hymn or after the service, while the coffee is being
made. Although it is a hymn for children, I think there’s a wonderful message in it for everyone. So as
we go through the day, even in these dark times, let us keep shining our light for Christ. Where there’s
light, there’s often a reflection. If we keep the light of Christ shining in our hearts, someone may catch the
reflection and pass it on, bringing more people into the love of Christ.
Marjorie Brently
Here we are again, living in hope that we will once more come through this pandemic together. I always
look on the bright side and pity those who are devoid of hope.
Barton as a village is full of hope; if we all pull together as villages do, we will survive! Last year we held
many services outside our Chapel on the grass under the trees. It felt so different, as if we were one with
nature and nearer to God.
We’ve lost many older friends, and not being able to mourn them, we all lined the roadside to wave them
on their way. The cross of daffodils planted outside the Chapel is blooming more each day, looking more
like the Cross for Easter. We all shared a prayer on Easter Sunday surrounding it. Here’s hoping we can
all met again and sing our praises to our Lord.
Carol Heslop

Pictures of Barton’s Easter Cross planted in the autumn, plus a couple of shots of the
beautiful village.
Photos submitted by Rev. Graham Cutler and Debbie Marwood
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News from The Well
Hi again and welcome to this exciting months edition of all news “Wellies”. Well
we started the month with the theme of Lent running into March and Graham
brought us the lamposts that guide us through our journey; and with our resident band, the Connor’s
bringing us a song that is now on my Spotify playlist by a band I’d heard of but had not really listened to,
but ‘Lighthouse’ by Rend Collective is now a firm fave in the Tennant household. We also had Brian using
such equipment as Lego, water, sand, rocks and sponges - all we needed was scissors and paper for the
combo to be complete, but alas the props were to signify when your heart is either as heavy as a rock or as
dry as sand. We can use the lamposts of reality and find our way to God, the theme was also highlighted
with a “Mashup” of different readings from the Bible, highlighting the use of the theme, and I for one
was impressed by the connection and mashing on show. We followed on from there by learning to listen
to God and it’s something that I do from my waking to the closing of my eyes, but I do take a great deal
out of listening with my eyes when I see all the wonders that are surrounded by the visual heartbeat of
God. When John rested on the bosom of Jesus at the last supper it conjures an image of being close to
the heartbeat of what He was about to be put through and why He did it it for the sake of mankind; such
a selfless act only brings tears of absolute love and pride as I walk as a disciple for what He gave me the
chance to become. I listen every day and I thank Him for all He gives me.
We followed on the theme with ‘Looking for Hope’ and both Jess and Reverend John gave us a eclectic
variation of what hope meant to them with Jess giving us ‘Health and Happiness, Octopus and Oranges,
Pizza and People’ and finally eating, which incidentally I’ve eaten both pizza and octopus, so thanks for
those holiday reminders Jess and John telling us that Horizons are coming and the overflowing of God’s
love will be evident and for that I WILL be offering more and more of me, with every day He gives me the
same opportunities He gives me and this will be done with my promise that befits the sacrifice my Lord
Jesus took so that I could live. This is His promise to me and I personally think it would be rude not to
pay Him back that sacrifice. Finally this action will undoubtedly enrich my belief that if you can lead by
example and encourage yourself onto a new level of understanding of what God and Jesus want for you
and your fellow man, the future is going to be something we can both look up to and forward to.
And then onto Jesus’ triumphant entrance into the city of Jerusalem, where people laid their coats before
the donkey for the king without a crown to ride in on and as He wept at the sight of the Holy City, the
legions of Roman soldiers boasted, bragged and mocked their victims as they entered Jerusalem on the
opposite side. As the disciples heralded the arrival of their Lord, the Pharisees asked Jesus for them to stop
their proclamations and this was met with “If they keep quiet the stones will cry out” and “Had you even
known this day and what it would bring you, but now peace is hidden from your eyes.” How can a king
with no crown enter in such a manner with his disciples heralding the arrival of the true Saviour and on
the opposite side the Roman Commanders be heralded with such esteem as to make you realize that out
of all of these two very different arrivals one stood for the love of power and championed that by strutting
into Jerusalem and the other standing for the true power of love and arriving as the true champion of
humanity, me personally falls on the side of the latter for Jesus did exactly that when he allowed himself to
be crucified for the sake of me and those that joined him on the side of the wall he triumphantly entered
into Jerusalem that fateful week, as Heuy Lewis and the news put it back in the 1980’s and with a little help
from above, ‘You’ll Feel the Power of Love’ see even the Lord has a good taste in music.
Speaking of music and all things Wellies it would seem that although the trumpets of normality returning
with the imminent reopening of non-essential retail outlets around the country, alas the charity shop
and cafe will remain closed until further notice, but I do know a certain amount of work has gone into
preparing The Well for reopening and this will be evident with an actual real live service on Easter Sunday
but any news of further activities along those lines will be announced via The Well FB page, so watch this
space.
I forgot to mention as well about the short video we had from Hope Spaces in Community Places which
showed some of the valuable work done by the volunteers which was started in 2020 of all years and it
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examined how Christians had their first experience of how they became what they do, they go out into
the community and spread the word of God and engage people in how they can provide spaces and give an
opportunity for others to experience Jesus as well. Durham Cathedral had one last year and the response
was exceptional and was attended by people who said things like “I dont normally pray but I could do with
some hope today” so if you think it could be a way too help others in our community then get in touch
with The Well and we can see what we can do.
Anyway, that’s pretty much it for this edition but I just wanted to add a message of hope for all out there
and its something that I am extremely passionate about. No matter how dire things are, we always have
hope, prayers, love, support, voice, belief, heart and above all of these the love and sacrifice of Jesus Christ
who gave His life so that we can live. Think of this and the weight of your woes will be lifted from your
shoulders by our Lord and we can march triumphantly towards our true destiny in the same way that
Jesus entered. Bless you all in all you do in the coming days, weeks and months.
Thank You to my big family of Wellies
Fred Tennant

Harrowgate Hill
Christ is Risen, Hallelujah - He is risen indeed, Hallelujah!
Easter Sunday, as we know, is always a special day marked by worship, but this year at Harrowgate Hill it
was extra special as we all joined together in church to enjoy face to face Worship, well - mask to mask,
but you know what I mean! This was our first service in church since the beginning of January.
Our church looked wonderful with people observing social distancing sat in the pews. There were Easter
displays by Brian Simpson and Jean Whitehead. For anyone who knows Jean you will be able to guess
that the donkey display is hers! Rev Brian led our service which was so affirming and featured the hope of
resurrection. We even received cornflower seeds, Easter cards and an Easter egg! Here are a few photos
of our displays for you to see. It was a wonderful uplifting occasion to celebrate the Risen Christ and to
be filled with Hope.
We are planning to be together again for a Pentecost celebration on 23rd May - Covid permitting.

God’s blessings
Harrowgate Hill Stewards
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Barnard Castle
At the beginning of March the decision was made not to open our Church
for Easter but, Government restrictions allowing, would resume communal
worship to celebrate Pentecost on 23rd May 2021 and thereafter – we look
forward to this.
We have continued to meet for Sunday Service with The Pathway via Zoom
and have enjoyed sharing worship together followed by a chat afterwards
when we meet up again in “break out” meeting rooms. The District’s
worship resources have been and continue to be invaluable especially for
those who do not have the capability to meet on Zoom and a big thank you
is extended to all those who contribute to the resources and to our pastoral
visitors and volunteers who each week deliver copies of these to Church
members’ homes. The weekly video worship services on the Darlington
Circuit website and also available on the Teesdale Circuit website are again a wonderful source of spiritual
guidance.
We celebrated Mothering Sunday on 14th March by volunteers assembling posies, creating greetings labels
and pastoral visitors and volunteers delivering these to each household in our Church Family. These were
so pretty and well received by everyone and it was a lovely way to keep in touch.
Margaret Wills

Haughton
Here at Haughton we had a little Easter competition for our Craft and Chat group members - an egg
decorating competition. It was judged by the Mayor, Chris McEwan, who along with being our local
Councillor is a regular supporter of events at our Chapel. The photographs are of the all entrants. The
winner was Danielle Armstrong, runners up were Carol Atkinson and Helen Neal.
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Hurworth
March and early April has been a busy time here in Hurworth. We are a small society
and the biggest benefit of that is that it is easier to keep in touch with each other and
hold everyone in prayer support.
For Mothering Sunday all the women of the church received a polyanthus plant gift
wrapped in yellow and white with a heart tag to demonstrate that we valued the love
they gave to their own families and the church family
The week leading to Palm Sunday saw the distribution of the Palm crosses provided
by the Circuit; as well as sharing these with the church family we shared them with
the Mother and Toddler Support group that have met weekly throughout lockdown
and gave them to customers of the Mustard Tree cafe as they bought their takeaway
drinks and food.
Easter week saw us distributing more love gifts, this time gifts provided by the Circuit Children and Young
People’s team to the children and families that come to Messy Church. Thank you to Rita and Victoria for
distributing these.
We would also like to thank Lyn and Chris for the Easter bags we distributed amongst our older members. The
bags contained a Bible study and materials for each day.
For a number of years Hurworth has joined with the Hurworth Anglican All Saints Church during Lent for Bible
study, shared worship, a Seder Meal and a Walk of Witness. Sadly this year because of the Covid restrictions
we were unable to do most of this. However not to be totally beaten Rev Brian Hutton agreed to lead a Zoom
Seder meal. Andy, Manager of the Mustard Tree prepared 50 Seder plates and meals for people from Hurworth
and across the Circuit and those that could, shared together via Zoom. For those that couldn’t join the Zoom
meeting, Rev Brian and Lindy put together a DVD. Our thanks and appreciation to everyone who helped put
this event together.
On Easter Sunday, we opened for worship led by Steve Sutcliffe. Steve had selected uplifting music and hymns
that had us humming and mouthing the words behind our masks. Steve, ably assisted by Sam, Lyn and Andy
Hatch, Jane Miller and Sally Sutcliffe acted out a play that put the Easter
Sunday story into a very modern context (we even had references to Covid and
Lockdown !!).
The Church was adorned with Spring flowers and at the centre was an Easter
Garden built by Victoria Bagshaw and Sam Hatch.
Mustard Tree: Now that we are able to venture further than our immediate
neighbourhoods for recreation, please remember that if you are in Hurworth,
the Mustard Tree is open for takeaway drinks and food every Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday 10-2pm . More details are available on our Facebook page.
Cockerton
What a joy it was to go to Church to worship, and not just to carry out property and insurance statutory
checks. Rachael Pinkney led a wonderful service reminding us that the birth, death and resurrection of Jesus
were true, and not fake news.
Three poignant readings and two appropriate hymns, with the words on the screen for us to follow whilst the
organ played, interspersed with prayers, made a very moving service for the 26 who attended. It was so good
to be back and I pray we will soon be able to return on a regular basis.
Brian Cooper
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Elm Ridge
In the lead up to Easter we have been able to share and enjoy our church grounds and garden: the
daffodils, the green of the new leaves on the Horse Chestnut tree, the wild flowers in abundance. Please
do remember that our grounds are there for everyone’s enjoyment – after all Elm Ridge and it’s grounds
were generously GIVEN to Darlington Methodists in 1932 and are available to all, which shouldn’t be
forgotten.
More work has taken place in the grounds – further clearance of the overgrown borders has taken place,
the turfing of the “wild” area behind the hall is about to commence, and the base for a seat for the viewpoint
on the ridge has been laid. More work has been done on the roof – as the contractor said, we should bear
in mind that so far the roof has served well for over 150 years! If the repairs which have been undertaken
last half as long …….
Between Passion Sunday and Palm Sunday our wonderful Pastoral Visitors visited those in their care,
handing out Palm Crosses and Easter Messages; The Easter bags for contemplation provided by the
Pastoral Missioners were also gladly received by those who live alone or were shielding, and we are all
so very grateful for the imagination and thought which Lyn and Chris put into their preparation. Easter
Cards were also delivered to those of our members who are unable to leave their
homes.
During Holy Week the Easter Garden was constructed on the island in front of
the porch (the stone being rolled away early on Easter Day) and the Church was
prepared for a joyful opening on Easter Day itself – the large cross was brought
up from the cellar and carried into church, and on Easter Day bore a beautiful
arrangement of resurrection flowers. Thank you to all who worked so hard to
provide such a wonderful atmosphere for Easter Day.
It was great to be able to meet together once more, and we almost reached our
“Covid Capacity” for safe seating arrangements – we could have accommodated
only 1 more person! During “socially distanced” fellowship following the service
it was apparent how much everyone is now turning their minds to Pentecost
and meeting together again – it would be lovely to do so before then, but like everyone else in the Circuit
we await guidance on the issue, and continue to “watch the figures”.
In the meantime a lot of our members are turning their minds to the future, when we can meet again
during the week, maybe each activity doing things differently and not the way they have “always” been
done in the past – taking a fresh look at what is done and what could be
done. It feels as if God has given us this opportunity to think again and we
must accept His challenge!
We have already mentioned the garden. We have received a lovely offer
of help and discussions are under way with regard to possibly serving
“takeaway” coffee and tea to those visiting the garden for a wander or a
peaceful sit in the sun. Following the disappointment of having once again
to cancel the Garden Party, other forms of meeting together are being
thought through for later in the summer when we are permitted to meet
in larger numbers. And we are looking forward with faith to activities later
in the year. And do please keep your church diaries free to take part in (or
at least visit) Journey to Bethlehem 10th/12th December!
Mary Everitt
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Tuesday Prayer Group
We’re so pleased to be able to offer Pete Greig’s Prayer Course as our next Tuesday morning Zoom series.
If you are not already part of the group, read on:
Who is the Prayer Course for?
The Prayer Course is for anyone who wants to grow in their relationship with God.
It’s especially designed to be used in a small group setting, but it also in a larger group context.
The course consists of 8 different video sessions, with accompanying small group guides.
•
•

The Prayer Course small group guides can be downloaded from the Prayer Course website as PDFs, or
viewed online on a phone, tablet or laptop.
The most important thing is to create a comfortable atmosphere where people can share openly.

We meet at 10am on a Tuesday morning and the Zoom link can be made available to you. Each session
will follow the same format and is designed to be one hour long:
•
•
•
•

Introduction: In prayer, we can lead or take turns or ask those who are most comfortable to lead a
prayer
Video: Each video is a teaching session on the week’s theme with Pete Greig and Poppy Williams.
Sometimes they are difficult to view on Zoom and we may send you a link so you can watch individually.
Discussion: Each small group study guide contains discussion questions that directly relate to the
content of the video
Do it: Each session of the course finishes with a practical prayer activity that directly relates to the
theme.

The host might not always lead the Prayer Course each week. We can share this too if we have willing
people.
Lyn Cookson

Daily Devotions
Rev. Brian is doing a series of daily devotions which can be delivered straight to your mobile phone via
WhatsApp. Each devotion is 3-4 minutes long and is delivered first thing on a morning - just right to
start your day in a good way!
If you have access to WhatsApp and would like to receive these and get involved on a daily basis please send me your mobile phone number and I’ll add you to the growing list of Circuit members all
joining together with a new form of worship! The devotions can also be sent by email ....
(admin@darlingtoncircuit.org.uk)
Lindy
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Do you use Social Media?
There has been lots in the press recently about the good and bad things about Social
media. The Methodist Church web pages have some good guidelines and key points from
this have been reproduced below. If you want to read the guidelines in full please go to:
https://www.methodist.org.uk/for-churches/guidance-for-churches/digital-communicationguidance-for-churches/social-media-guidelines/
Social media guidelines:
A healthy Christian community is a safe place of mutual care, where all people feel valued, loved and respected.
These guidelines for engaging on social media reflect those values.
These guidelines apply to all content and comments posted to Methodist Church social media channels.
Methodist churches, Circuits and Districts, and individuals are encouraged to adopt these guidelines for their
own social media channels and personal social media engagement.
Why use social media?
The Methodist Church encourages the use of social media tools as a means of extending our engagement with
people inside and outside the church. This includes:
• Sharing our stories
• Engaging in conversations ‘where people are’
• Sharing, learning and encouraging
• Reaching those who cannot physically attend church
• Forming and deepening relationships locally and globally
Consider the safety of yourself and others:
It is important that the safety of children, young people and vulnerable adults especially, must be maintained.
Conversation on social media can sometimes develop into heated and pointless argument. Be aware of the
effect on yourself, and don’t feel you always need to engage. You can always ‘sign off’ from a heated conversation
calmly, with something like ‘I think we’ll have to agree to disagree. Peace.’
Respect:
Do not post or share content that is sexually explicit, inflammatory, hateful, abusive, threatening or otherwise
disrespectful. Try to think of the effect on others who may see what you post.
Be transparent:
Don’t mislead people about who you are, or use pseudonyms.
Disagree with love:
If you have a criticism you need to make, consider carefully the tone of what you write. If you are personally
attacked, do not respond in kind. Being a Christian means that sometimes we must speak out and challenge
injustice. But remember when you need to point out something you think is wrong, that there is a real, and
possibly vulnerable, person at the receiving end of what you say.
Be careful when sharing content:
Don’t share in haste. Read linked content thoroughly, or watch a video to the end so you know exactly what
you are sharing, before you judge whether it is suitable to share.
Maintain confidentiality:
If telling a story about someone else, ask yourself first ‘Is this my story to tell?’ Don’t reveal personal details
about others without their explicit permission.
Submitted by Hazel Neasham
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Easter School Holiday Deliveries
We know from reading articles in the press and listening to programmes on TV and radio, that many
families struggle to make ends meet and that becomes even more challenging at times of school holidays.
Volunteers from across the Darlington Circuit worked with Morvyn and Emma our Children and Youth
workers to deliver bags of hope to 23 families (reaching over 80 people).
In the first week of the school holidays, the families received freshly cooked meals and bags full of activities
for children to make and help them learn about the Easter story.
In the second week, bags of groceries and fresh fruit and vegetables were delivered.
All of this invaluable work was supported by volunteers from
across the Circuit. Angela and Valerie (from Haughton) are in
the photograph below, other volunteers come from Elm Ridge,
Harrowgate Hill, Hurworth and The Well and others who
do not attend a Methodist Church but wish to support this
important work. Volunteer deliverers report that all recipients
are very grateful. This was especially so during the summer
holidays when the families were receiving weekly deliveries,
and many parents said that the weekly activity packs were
eagerly awaited by the children and had been a huge help in
keeping the children occupied.
Food donations come from across the Circuit, local schools and
North Park Residential Home.
Please get in touch with Morvyn or Emma if you would like to
donate dried or tinned food or money that can be used to buy
fresh goods.
Morvyn and Emma will also be happy to talk to you about how
you can volunteer at the next school holiday period.
Hazel Neasham

Deadline for items for the April issue is: Monday, 3rd May
Please send to admin@darlingtoncircuit.org.uk or
Circuit Office, c/o Elm Ridge Methodist Church, Carmel Road South, Darlington. DL3 8DJ
Thank you!
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News from the Youth Team
Messy Easter came to the screens just before the Easter holidays.
Emma and I had an egg drop competition! Emma won! So it’s 2:1
in the challenges. This was our second Messy Church online.
Although it is not the same it has been important to us to keep
going – hopefully it won’t be long and we will be back in person.
Easter has also been a time for activities. The Youth team provided
bags for children who wanted them over the holidays full of Easter
crafts and foody things to make. Easter in a bag! We sent out 70
bags which was lovely. Some to families we don’t know who contacted us through the Facebook page.
This has been a great outreach and keep the church in the forefront of people’s minds at Easter.
Emma and I visited Reid Street Primary School Reception class just before the holidays and had a great
time with resurrection eggs – explaining the Easter story we read the book ‘The Day the Earth Shook’.
The children have not had a visitor in person, or even been in a school assembly due to COVID, so
seeing us in the outside classroom was very exciting for them and for us! We have also done a video
assembly for everyone else – using the beautiful grounds at Elm Ridge (thank you for letting us skulk
around) we filmed some interviews with key people – there was a few bloopers let me tell you, especially
funny was Chris Russell’s beard!
Make Lunch has been happening over the holidays. The first week we have cooked meals and distributed
them in foil containers for families to warm through in the oven. This was a bit of an undertaking – we
made 66 family portions of food! It took a while, however we got positive feedback to say how lovely it
was and that the kids thought it was great. Thank you to everyone who has helped deliver food, chatted
to people on doorsteps and donated food to us that has been used to help families. We really appreciate
the support from you all. If you know anyone that your Church thinks would like some support in the
holidays please do pass on their details and we will make sure they are on the list.
We continue to Zoom our young people! Mondays are Zoom nights.
If anyone wants to join us for a time of games, discussions, chat and
silliness – please pass on our details as they would be very welcome!
Morvyn and Emma
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The Prayer of Our Lord
The prayer of our Lord found in Matthew’s and Luke’s gospels has it’s focus on the Kingdom of God and
our place within it. I was moved by the passage of Luke 11:1-13 to paint a picture entitled “Kingdom.” This
led me further to reflect on the contrasting teaching of Jesus of good and evil and what can come from it.
I was then led to think of our Lord’s death and resurrection and the presence of God in a believer through
His gift of the Holy Spirit.
We live in an age that is visually oriented. “Visio Divina” (Divine seeing) invites us to see things at a
contemplative pace. It invites us to see all there is to see, exploring the entirety of an image. It invites us
to look deeply, beyond first and second impressions, below initial ideas, judgements, or understandings.
“Visio Divina” invites us to address the text to be surprised and transformed by God who is never limited or
tied to any single way of communication but can speak in many and different ways. I invite you to engage
with the passage of scripture from Luke 11:1-13 and discover what the scripture is saying to you, it could be
something new and unrealised from the previous occasions you have heard it read and contemplated its
meaning. As you contemplate the passage and the picture that relates to it I offer you this prayer to lead
you into your own reflection.
Prayer:
Lord, I pray for your guidance as I consider your word to me. Touch my life through the inspiration of the Holy
Spirit. May the words of Jesus live within me and lead me into a fuller understanding of how I can live my life in
and through your love. Amen.
Look at the painting and reflect on where YOU are being led. Ask the questions “How does the picture
invoke in me important meanings and values? Have I been moved to look at this scripture in a different
way?”
•
•
•
•
•

How do I find myself wanting to respond?
Could it be in gratitude, wonder, amazement, thankfulness?
Are there any personal associations in the message conveyed through the painting?
How might God have been revealed through the painting?
What has God wanted me to see - to know and to go on to do?
My reflection on “The Kingdom” painting.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The prayer of our Lord focuses on The Kingdom of God and upon our relationship with God and our
relationships with one another.
The painting aims to convey the overarching presence of God’s glory and God’s radiance as it embraces
then permeates the whole world. The Kingdom of God is universal with love at its centre.
The words of the prayer of our Lord point first and foremost to hallowing God and giving God the
glory and honour.
The prayer calls for everyone’s priority to be The Kingdom following the path of discipleship by
obedience to God’s way.
A personal request is made when bread becomes a symbol of all human needs. There is the spiritual
dimension too in this request when the believer receives Jesus – The bread of life.
The offer of life through belief in Jesus as Saviour recognises that Jesus can be received or rejected. The
plea to receive forgiveness and the need to forgive others recognises human weakness and the need
for redemption.
Yielding to temptation leads to a person’s downfall and the threat of evil ever present waiting to bring
a person down to the lowest depths.
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•
•
•
•
•

Jesus followed the prayer with examples from life of how relationships are forged or destroyed which
serve to bring out the facets within his prayer of forgiveness, temptation and evil.
The picture lays out alongside one another the two basic roads of life that can be travelled, one
the way of forgiveness and wholeness or the other the way of submission to temptation leading to
condemnation and death.
Right Relationships are a key. How people are treated determines who people are and what kind of
person they become.
Jesus points out a person’s role in making the choice to follow him. It requires a person to ask the
questions as to what they are seeking and whether it will lead to a fulfilling life. The call is to keep on
Asking, Seeking and Knocking in the search for true discipleship in life.
The indwelling of the Holy Spirit brings into fruition the love of God in the world through the life,
death and resurrection of Jesus the Saviour of the world. As the Spirit lives in the hearts and lives of
each believer so the Kingdom of God is manifest on earth.

‘For yours is the Kingdom, the power and the glory for ever and ever.’ Amen.
John. H. Bower
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God in the Arts
(The Rev Michael Burgess’ series on God in the Arts with a look at
‘Ecce Ancilla Domini’ by Dante Gabriel Rossetti.)
‘Ecce Ancilla Domini’ (Behold the handmaid of the Lord) is the title
of this painting of the Annunciation by Dante Gabriel Rossetti. We
hear those words in the Gospel for this feast on 25th March, when
Mary responds to Gabriel’s message that she is to be the mother of
our Saviour.
It is a scene that has inspired artists throughout the history of
Christianity. Over those years certain traditions emerged: in many
paintings Mary was often shown at prayer, dressed in blue, in a
room that was filled with elaborate furnishings of the period, all
opening out onto the wider world. Rossetti’s painting of 1850 is
very different. He was a founding member of the Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood, and as both a poet and a painter, he soon became its
recognised leader. But the work of the Brotherhood was not without
its critics. When Rossetti’s painting was exhibited, it was dismissed
as ‘absurd, affected, ill-drawn, insipid, crotchety and puerile’ because
it was such a contrast to the more traditional portrayals of this scene
in Luke’s Gospel.
Here there is a claustrophobic feel to the painting. Mary and Gabriel fill the tiny, cell-like room. There is
a window, but it does not open out to scenery and nature: just a solitary tree. Rossetti called ‘Ecce Ancilla
Domini’ his ‘white picture.’ That is the colour that dominates: the robes of Mary and the angel, the stones
of the floor, the paint on the walls, the flowers that Gabriel offers. Blue, the traditional colour for Mary, is
relegated to the screen behind and the sky outside.
Other colours are provided by the yellow flames of Gabriel’s feet and the tapestry in the foreground on
which Mary has embroidered 21 lilies. These flowers, like the whiteness, are symbols of purity. The model
for Mary was Christina, his sister, the author of ‘In the bleak mid-winter’, and in portraying her, Rossetti
has captured the adolescent vulnerability of Mary. A small dove linking the two characters is a sign of
God’s spirit coming to bring new life to this young girl. How does she respond? What is the expression
on her face? Does she see the adult world of responsibility and motherhood opening up before her? Is it
anxiety or wonder or awe?
Or are all of these responses captured in her expression? The stillness of the scene, the whiteness of the
room – they are like a blank canvas on which God can paint His Gospel, His Good New of life and hope.
Just as it opened up a new world for Mary, so the Gospel can open up a new world for all of us. We may
respond with
anxiety and worry, or with wonder and awe to that invitation. Or those feelings may be transformed
into trust and service like Mary in Luke’s Gospel: ‘Here am I, the servant of the Lord: let it be with me
according to your word.’
Article courtesy of Chester le Street Methodist Church - used with permission
Remember that the Methodist Church has a Modern Art collectionsthat you can see here:
https://www.methodist.org.uk/our-faith/reflecting-on-faith/the-methodist-modern-art-collection/
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Seder Meal?
Did you partake in the recent Seder Meal on Maundy Thursday, led by Rev. Brian Hutton?
Could you write and let us know how it went and share your experiences and feelings?

When tomorrow’s hold moments that you
fear, may you be given the grace to take it
one step at a time. When the hardest thing
to do is let go, may you be given grace to
hold on to the gifts of love, tenderness and
precious memories. May you remember
that you never say ‘Goodbye’ in Christ, you
simply say ‘Goodnight, I’ll see you in the
morning’. #Niteblessing
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